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Abstract. In recent years, to enable application of convolutional neural
networks to structures other than regular grids (e.g. graphs), different
definitions of convolution operation were proposed. Some of them, however, do not take into account spatial coordinates of graph nodes, if they
are available in the considered dataset, and focus only on node features.
In this work we propose three strategies, which allow to add that information to network architectures. The presented approach leads to results
improvement on four benchmark datasets.
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1

Introduction

Convolutional neural networks CNN ([7]) are still state-of-the-art methods of
image processing. Analyzing working principle of single convolutional layer1 , it
is evident that such classic convolution inherently depends on spatial distribution
of pixels. To be more specific, calculating result h1i P Rm of single convolution
layer for pixel i we consider features hj P Rn of pixels j in the local neighborhood
N piq. The relative position pj,i “ pj ´ pi P Rd allows to identify corresponding
parameter of trainable kernel (mask).
Currently, convolutional neural networks are applied not only to regular
structures (grids) but also to irregular ones (graphs). Graph nodes are also described with feature vectors, as pixels in the case of images. There are however
substantial differences. First of all, the neighborhood N piq is not fixed - different nodes can have different number of neighbors. Secondly, the spatial relations
between nodes need not be known since in general case nodes need not to have
spatial coordinates assigned (e.g. in social networks) and even if they have, those
coordinates need not to be expressed by integer numbers. Finally, additional
knowledge can be encoded in features of edges connecting graph nodes2 . Consequently, the definition of convolution operation had to be modified to solve
1

2

In this paper we focus only on convolutions and additional elements of CNNs achitectures like: non-linearities, normalizations, etc., are omitted.
Edge features, although considered in many graph convolutional networks, are not
considered in this work to focus only on spatial coordinates of nodes.
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all of those problems. Most of the existing approaches ([6, 4, 8, 5, 1, 2]), can be
described in the following form:
ü
h1i “ LINLpiq,lpiq phi q `
LINMpj,iq,mpj,iq phj q
(1)
jPN piq
m
Matrices Lpiq, Mpj, iq P Rmˆn
Üand vectors lpiq, mpj, iq P R can be fixed or
contain trainable parameters,
denotes a differentiable, permutation invariant
operator, e.g. sum, mean, max, etc., whereas LIN3 is a linear transformation of
feature vectors. Some of those approaches in a natural way can handle spatial
coordinates of graph nodes. The rest of them, however, do not consider it all.
In this work we investigate how to use effectively the latter architectures in
problems where node positions are available.

2

Method

Classic graph convolutional neural networks handle node positions in three typical ways. Firstly, some of them, e.g. MoNet [8] and SplineCNN [4], try to naturally generalize classic CNNs. It requires training of continuous kernel functions
(masks) to directly operate on continous relative coordinates pj,i . They model
them using either gaussian mixture model or B-spline bases, respectively. Secondly, to our best knowledge, there is one method SGCN [2] which tries to tackle
the same problem without following CNN strategy. In this case:
Mpj, iq “ diagpσpUpj,i ` bqq

(2)

where U P Rnˆd , b P Rn and σ is a nonlinear function (ReLU was used). A
limitation of such formulation is the fact that here m “ n. To partially avoid it,
results of several operations can be concatenated. Finally, there is a numerous
group of methods like: GCN [6], GAT [1], GraphSAGE [5] etc., that simply
ignore those positions focusing on node features only.
The most straightforward option to take into account node coordinates pi in
the latter models would be adding them (concatenation) to the feature vector
hi . This approach alone leads to the results enhancement but there is still space
for further improvement. That is why in this work we propose three strategies
allowing to inject additional spatial information into convolutional operation:
– Mpj, iq Ñ Mpj, iq ¨ aT pi,j - linear strategy where a P Rd is an additional
trainable parameter
– Mpj, iq Ñ Mpj, iq ¨ MLPA2 ,b2 ,A1 ,b1 ppi,j q - non-linear strategy where MLP4
is a multilayer perceptron with trainable parameters A2 P R1ˆk , b2 P R,
A1 P Rkˆd and b1 P Rk (k denotes the number of hidden units, there is 1
output)
3
4

LINA,b pxq “ Ax ` b
MLPA2 ,b2 ,A1 ,b1 pxq “ LINA2 ,b2 pσpLINA1 ,b1 pxqqq
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Table 1: Comparison of classic approaches and proposed strategies applied in
GraphSAGE. All results were obtained using PyG framework (average value
from 5 runs is presented). Some of them, for superpixel-based representation of
MNIST available in PyG, were taken from [2] (in particular result for SGCN
method).
Method

MNIST

MNIST
PyG

Fashion
MNIST

CIFAR10

AIDS

without position in input features
SplineConv
GMMConv
GraphSAGE
SGCN

97.21%
96.84%
94.15%
-

95.22% [2]
91.11% [2]
79.88%
95.95% [2]

87.46%
86.62%
84.72%
-

49.53%
45.68%
55.69%
-

81.47%
80.58%
79.73%
-

Ours linear
Ours non-linear
Ours enhanced

96.72%
98.29%
98.90%

97.49%
97.01%
97.91%

87.37%
87.22%
89.47%

63.03%
65.52%
67.68%

95.62%
95.58%
95.09%

with position in input features
SplineConv
GMMConv
GraphSAGE

97.52%
97.07%
98.01%

97.83%
96.10%
97.13%

87.50%
87.22%
88.09%

63.03%
61.80%
66.32%

95.62%
93.08%
93.48%

Ours linear
Ours non-linear
Ours enhanced

98.45%
99.05%
99.10%

97.78%
98.32%
98.81%

88.35%
88.41%
90.98%

65.11%
67.07%
73.23%

97.59%
96.96%
96.65%

– Mpj, iq Ñ Mpj, iq ¨ diagpMLPA2 ,b2 ,A1 ,b1 ppi,j qq - enhanced non-linear strategy, here A2 P Rnˆk , b2 P Rn , A1 P Rkˆd and b1 P Rk (there are n outputs)
It is worth noticing that this is a generic approach. It can be used with any
convolution operation that can be described by formula (1).

3

Results

In the conducted experiments we have analyzed how the proposed strategies influence the results of GraphSAGE model whereÜLpiq “ W1 , Mpj, iq “ W2 are
trainable matrices, lpiq “ 0, mpj, iq “ 0 and
is a mean operator. Table 1
presents the results of those experiments with coordinates pi included in node
feature vectors hi of input signal and without them, respectively, for four different datasets. First three of them are superpixel-based representations of images
(MNIST, Fashion MNIST, CIFAR10), whereas the last one (AIDS) contains
graph representation of chemical molecules. To make the results comparable in
all cases three convolutional layers were considered with ReLU as a non-linear
activation function. Since classification task was considered convolutional layers
were followed by MLP (two fully-connected layers with ReLU between them)
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and while training cross-entropy lass was used. In all MLPs there were 64 hidden units.
Our results successfully demonstrate the increase of performance achieved
across all four datasets. In the case of image datasets, the enhanced non-linear
method was the most effective. Chemical compound AIDS dataset obtained the
highest accuracy using linear strategy. Conducted experiments show also evident
improvement when additionally coordinates pi are included in node feature vectors hi . Since for the same image different superpixel-based representations can
be generated, to compare results with SGCN we have performed additional experiments for MNIST dataset available in PyG framework ([3]). Also in this case
our strategies lead to better results.

4

Summary

In this work we have shown that properly used spatial information can improve
outcomes of graph convolutional neural networks, even if in its original form they
do not consider nodes coordinates at all. We have proposed several strategies
and proved (using GraphSAGE model and four well-known benchmarks) their
positive influence on the classification results. Our further research will focus
on experimenting with other models and datasets where spatial information is
available. Moreover, we want to check other strategies as well as apply this
approach for other tasks (e.g. node classification).
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